In May of 2017, Ivana
and I completed four years of
motorcycling around the world. Imagine the
indescribable feeling of returning home after
such a long time and having fulfilled
a dream like that.

W

e returned full of memories and experiences, and with
a growing sense of who we are. But some things in life
come with a price and we discovered shortly after returning
home that I had bladder cancer. The disease had developed
thanks to parasites I’d contracted somewhere in Africa. Not
only did this news indefinitely delay our travel projects, but
also made us question whether paying such a price had
been worth it.
Understand that when you decide to explore the world on
a motorcycle it’s not all beautiful sunsets on golden tropical
beaches. Of course there will be such days but there also
will be sacrifices along the way, and you’ll need to acquire
a sense for being out of your comfort zone while facing
unknown risks.
Travel is full of obstacles for motorcycle riders; some will
be easy to detect and provide plenty of time to plan your
attack strategies. But others can appear unexpectedly and
be invisible until you happen upon them, no matter how
much pre-planning you do.
Although we honestly do not want this article to scare
anyone preparing for such a motorcycle trip, our goal is
to present you with a list of the risks to keep in mind and
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prepare for, based on what we’ve learned, especially those which are easy to ignore but at some
point you’ll likely have to deal with.
In this article we’re mainly concerned with
traveler illnesses which affect people who often
move from one place to another, exposing themselves to microorganisms and tough environmental
conditions never experienced before. The chances of
catching infectious diseases or suffering the consequences of being caught in extreme climatic conditions will depend on several factors; the following are
the main ones:
A motorcycle trip can
often be exhausting, so don’t take lightly your need
for rest. Maintain a balanced diet and keep your
body well hydrated.
Good personal hygiene will always
be a shield against bacteria and infections. It’s
not a matter of being obsessed so much as it is an
awareness of the dangers and the need to be more
careful, especially when it comes to meals. Do not
forget to wash everything you are going to eat, and
avoid raw food and tap water in certain countries.
Also avoid salads, and fruits that are usually eaten
with their skin.

by Manu Torres
(AroundGaia.com)

In Coyhaique, Chilean Patagonia,
Ivana takes her first step after
one and a half months in bed
after a motorcycle accident in
Puyuhuapi. It took nine screws
and a plate to fix her right leg.
AdventureMotorcycle.com
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route of increasingly more difficult areas along the way.
By doing so you’ll build yourself up to handle almost
anything a new environment can throw at you. And
sometimes it’ll be sheer will that will get you through.

If your trip will take
you to different latitudes, especially
from deserts to the tropics, it’s
wise to get vaccinated against
diseases such as yellow fever,
cholera, hepatitis and rabies.
In fact, to enter certain
countries you’ll be required to show a
card indicating you’ve done so. Before you embark
on the adventure, visit your doctor and get informed
about what’s needed for the countries along the
planned route.
If extreme conditions/experiences are expected, and you plan to cross some of
the largest and most arid deserts, or some of the
highest and most remote locations, you’d better
be prepared physically and mentally. Don’t even
think about leaving unless you’re in great physical
condition and mental shape. Step up the gym
workouts and toughen your body, because fatigue
will be one of your worst enemies. You can also
gradually condition yourself mentally by planning a

The travel plans
changed completely
after a motorcycle
accident in Puyuhuapi,
but Ivana kept a smile
on her face as she
enjoyed her first meal
after surgery.

Before entering risky areas,
like the poorer countries located in tropical zones,
find out as much as you can about the most common
contagious diseases that exist there. Being informed is
essential to avoiding contagion.
One thing is clear:
you’re likely to have a health issue at some point along
the way, so get good travel insurance. For example, the
better plans include emergency evac to fly you back to
your homeland, which can easily cost $20K if you aren’t
insured. And good insurance plans are surprisingly
affordable, especially for citizens of the U.S.

T

hese tips were learned as a consequence of our experiences of more than a decade of continuous international travel. When we started this lifestyle on the road we
were not aware of how to reduce certain risks. Which are the
main risks you should avoid during your motorcycle trip—
whether in Africa, Asia, Europe or any other continent? The
following is a good summary of the basics:
Expect to, at some
point, suffer from diarrhea—often more than once.
When traveling you’re constantly changing drinking
water and food sources, and on occasions they’ll be
contaminated by pathogenic microorganisms. Such
cases usually last three to four days, but can be longer
and cause extremely dangerous dehydration. Be
prepared: carry anti-diarrhea medications and see a
doctor immediately when symptoms appear.

Oxygen is one of the
best ways to recover
after the high altitudes
of the Andes through
Bolivia. We suffered
from mountain sickness
several times on our trip.

In tropical zones there’s an
enemy that literally flies around us—the mosquito.
These pests show up mainly during sunset and in
places where there’s stagnant water. Sometimes a
simple mosquito bite that does not seem important
can, after a few days, turn bad. It starts with fever,
tiredness and muscle and joint pain, symptoms
that can easily be mistaken for a cold or simply the
accumulated fatigue of the trip. But if you’re in regions
where mosquito-borne diseases are common, the
first thing you should do is test for disease. It’s very
important to detect these diseases quickly because
they can be deadly. Get up to speed on testing kits and
methods of medical prevention. But don’t forget the
most basic and simple prevention methods of them
all—mosquito repellents and mosquito nets.
The Andes, Alps,
Himalayas, Pamirs... if there is a special place for many
riders it’s likely the mountains. That’s why when you
decide to go out and ride around the world on a
motorbike the most impressive mountain ranges will
always be on your mind. But do not let the excitement make you forget the adaptation process that
your body needs every time you go over 3,000 meters.
Above this elevation the increasing lack of air pressure
causes less oxygen to reach your lungs, and if you’re
not conditioned, mountain sickness can end your
journey in a radical way.

This is a parasite which not
many hear about; in fact we did not know it existed
until we discovered that our bodies were infected by
it. It’s found in fresh water and gets into our bodies
through the skin when we swim. It is found mainly
in Africa, in places like the Nile River or Lake Malawi.
It’s not too dangerous if you find it fast, and for that
reason we recommend you get tested for schistosoma after your trip if you were swimming in fresh
water in Africa. Even without apparent symptoms,
if you have it in your system for a long time it can
cause cancer.
Especially for single travelers, when you
arrive in foreign lands on a motorcycle wearing
exotic biker suits you’ll discover that locals are often
attracted to you, and that these friendships may lead
to sexual relations. There is not much to say in this
regard other than always carry condoms.
This is a sickness you can get
from needles or syringes that may be contaminated.
Sources can be anything from vaccinations, tattoos,
acupuncture and piercings to intravenous street
drugs. Whatever your situation, make sure that the
needles and syringes are being used under the
strictest possible hygienic control and always in
centers where sterilization protocols are mandated.

In northern Tanzania, Ivana
began feeling very weak with
a fever. In those regions the
protocol is to get checked for
malaria! In this case she was
okay, but caution is always wise.
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In many regions of the planet animal
life will be wilder and less controlled than in Europe
or North America. It is possible that animals such as
dogs, cats, bats or monkeys can infect you with the
rabies virus through a bite or a simple scratch. This
disease can be fatal, so we recommend getting the
vaccine before traveling. Its effect will last for two
years and it must be administered at least a month
before hitting the road.
Despite all the risks, obstacles and diseases that can affect
you along the way, the only virus that you’re sure to get
after a motorcycle ride around the world is the traveler’s
virus—namely, an addiction to the road. The most common
symptom is that when you return home all you will want is
to prepare for your next trip. Extended motorcycle travel to
foreign lands will change the way you think and live, and
you’ll probably want to change your job, seek a life without
the same routines you had before, and your priorities in life
will be very different. There is only one thing to be afraid of

and that’s to experience the remorse of not trying to make
your dreams come true.
We can say that we’re already infected with this virus.
That’s why when I discovered that a parasite I got during
the trip caused me cancer, and people asked me if it was
really worth such sacrifice, that I don’t need more than a
second to give an answer: Yes, I’d do it again!
Manu Torres (Spain) and Ivana
Colakovska (Macedonia) have been
traveling the world since 2007. Meeting
the diversity of humankind is one
of their main motivations for being
constantly on the road. After an experience with a Royal Enfield
in India back in 2011, they decided it was time to dream big
and in 2013 they acquired a Yamaha Ténéré XT660Z to hit
the world’s roads another way. It is a journey that so far
has taken them to 69 countries and over 170,000 km.
Around Gaia: AroundGaia.com also on Instagram/
Facebook/YouTube

Ivana attempts to warm her hands in the very low
temps along the Dalton Highway in Alaska. Even
though it was May it was hovering around -10ºC.
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